ACTIVITIES

- **ILC Asia GA (Oct 6)**
  -- Jun presented Land Matrix project and got feedback from ILC Asia members in world cafe, then presented results in plenary

- **Land Forum (Oct 7-8)**
  -- Jun gave presentation on RAI and the Land Matrix to ILC Asia members and other regional and local partners, then responded to questions during open forum

- **Land Mela (Oct 9 AM)**
  -- Jun and Ka Rene set up Land Matrix/AFA/PAKISAMA booth during the fair attended by hundreds of pastoralists and NGOs in India.
FINDINGS AND RESULTS ACHIEVED

- Esther and Jun's presentations to VGGT and LM generated lots of interests, comments and suggestions for successful implementation
- ILC Asia members, especially from South Asia, gave support, encouragement and expressions of interests as possible data coordinators and contributors to Land Matrix; call for interest from AFA shared
- Learned about the situation of pastoralists in India from the field visit
- Learned about various topics such as women land rights, payment for ecological services, RAI, VGGT, pastoralist sustainable livelihoods, indigenous peoples self determination, non violent land rights movement, ILC updates, etc.